A MESSAGE FROM THE CEO…
Hi Everyone!
I’m happy to announce that we are going to share with you all some HAPPINESS in this weird
and wildly unpredictable time that we are all experiencing together on this place we call earth.
We are getting through this together and with gusto nonetheless! We are a resilient people
and it’s astounding to see all of the smiles that happen throughout our days, even though the
hardships.
I’ve been looking for the positives in the situation at hand. Low and behold there are plenty of
wonderful things happening out there. I’ve noticed families spending more time outside
together. Walking around the neighborhood seems to have become the favorite pastime
among so many. That’s a good thing! So many people are helping make masks for those who
do not have them. Restaurants who are already struggling are donating oodles of food to
hospitals and front line workers who are keeping us safe and helping us heal. Just to name a
few.
I’ve seen so much creativity and a renewed sense of dedication to supporting the amazing
individuals we have the pleasure to serve. People are truly coming together to help in
something that is far greater than themselves in a time of incredible stress and need. I cannot
thank our staff enough for everything that they are doing right now. They are truly incredible
and I’m proud to be part of their team.
With all of that said, we hope you enjoy seeing all of these smiling faces! These smiling
quarantine pictures show that there is hope and happiness in the face of adversity and in
uncertain times. We are all making the best of it. We’ve got this!!!!
Stay Healthy!
Grant

FIND THE FUN IN STRIVE:
VOCATIONAL & RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS…
We have heard of the multiple creative ways staff is finding to make the best of this difficult
time. All the Vocational DSP’s and Supervisors working at this time are staying in contact with
individuals we serve. Staff takes and make calls to set up not only work tasks, but also to talk
with individuals and their care providers to assist in ways we can.
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Stories from Uniquely Yours
 KK at UY was very excited to talk to staff over the phone. KK and her mother have been
taking small walks and coloring. She really loves the packet, and is very excited to show
staff her work when she comes back. She was also concerned about the safety of the staff
working at the store and asked us if we needed her “inhaler” to keep us safe. We let her
know that we would keep it safe for her, but thought it was selfless of her to show how
much she cares for others.

KV has been working on various second hand projects that his Parents have found.
Including a wooden cat he is very eager to sand, and re-paints. We have delivered
supplies to his front porch, so that he is able to bring these unique pieces back to
life. He is keeping busy staying home and sitting outside.

JH has been working hard at home coming up with “special creations” and recipes
he is eager to share with staff when he comes back. Staff dropped off paint to his
home (using social distancing tactics) so that he can make even more amazing
things.
 DH has been working at home. His mother said he loves the packets and that they
were a “god send” He’s saving his pictures to show us here at the store when he is
able to come back to work.
 CB is making amazing zen-tangle art and can’t wait to come back to work to apply
the techniques she’s been practicing. We have sent art supplies to assist her with her
creativity.
 Staff dropped various food boxes to individuals stuck at home during this time. We
enjoyed seeing our individuals and know that they are feed and happy.

EB sent us her paragraphs about the projects and two colored pictures.

“I thought the stained glass section was cool and they all looked very pretty.
I also like the wood inlays section with all the carved wood on the walls. The
detail for all of that was really neat. The 18th century French rooms looks
like they’d be very interesting to see in real life and they also have quite a
lot of detail in them. It’d be cool to see some of the famous paintings there
as well. “
“There were lots of awesome animals in this video. I really liked the blue and gold macaw,
it was a neat looking parrot and they got a cool shot of it flying. I also liked the tigers and
how they showed how far they can jump. The giant tortoise was cool looking also and it
was interesting to see how big it was compared to a human.”
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Labor Solutions:
Shredders and paper have been taken to individuals that want to continue
working and staying busy from home. More shredding is picked up weekly to
deliver to the homes of individuals.

309:
 Vocational staff stated that they are finding their positive groove and have been finding fun
crafts to complete. Wooden crafts have been painted, Easter bags decorated for spring, and
JAA has been making cards from card making supplies delivered.
 They also found an innovative way for an individual (CL) to see her mom. Staff set up a
chair outdoors for CL mom and they were able to visit though the open window. Staff made
sure to follow the needed persuasions by setting the chair 6ft away from the window. They
let their Vocational Supervisor know that they had completed this when she took out
supplies and told them how amazing she thought they were for making this happen for CL
and her mom!
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680:
 Residential staff has been doing picnics in the back yard when weather permits and
completed needed therapies.
 Vocational staff assisted with decorating the house for the Luau party that the swing staff
had for the individuals in the home. I thanked them for being team players.
 The Vocational staff has also been cooking with JM to keep him busy and he is really
enjoying assisting in the kitchen.
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1444:
 UY staff delivered packet to AB with art supplies. Some of AB’s peers at
1444 showed interest in the art packets, so extra packets were delivered
to help keep everyone in the house happy and busy.
 Attached below is a picture of AB at 1444 excitedly holding pancakes
from 1444’s “breakfast for dinner” party on Sunday.

Victoria:
Everyone had a blast making jellyfish hats!

Botanical Gardens Working from Home
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AND MORE HAPPY CAMPERS…
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MDS RESOURCE COORDINATION…
Submitted by Kayla Purdy










Case Management is working from home at this time but are still able to stay connected
with the individual’s that they service and with one another through weekly social activities.
Two of our wonderful Case Manager’s, Sandy Cooper and Ashley Merino, have been sewing
masks for our department and families in order to stay safe and healthy during this time!
We can’t thank them enough for this kind gesture!

In March, there were 4 SIS’s completed for the month. We continue to work on getting
more individuals enrolled into services.
One of our Case Manager’s has a family/guardian who is doing a sign language class over
video for younger kids and her son was able to join over video for it – he’s deaf and primary
communication is sign so it was a fun way for him to get to engage with community and see
his guardian/mom at the same time.
One of the individual’s we support lives at a Strive group home. She typically spends every
weekend at her mom’s house, but with the COVID-19 pandemic her mom has been doing
“window visits” at least once a week so they can still see each other.
We love seeing the support our individuals are still receiving during this time and will
continue to help support them the best we can!

